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Abstract: - In this paper, we solve bipolar junction transistor electric circuit ordinary differential equa-

tion with the decoupling and monotone iterative methods. With the monotone iterative tec-

hnique, we prove each decoupled and transformed circuit equation converges monotonically.

The proposed method here provides an alternative in the numerical solution of semiconduc-

tor circuit model in time domain.
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I. Introduction

Numerical methods for the fundamental electric
circuit equations of bipolar junction transistors
(BJTs) provide an efficient alternative in the de-
velopment of microelectronics [1]-[7]. The equiv-
alent circuit equations of heterojunction bipo-
lar transistor (HBT) including the Gummel-Poon
model consist of a set of coupled nonlinear ordi-
nary differential equations (ODEs) has been of
great studied for high frequency semiconductor
device and circuit simulation in the past years [4]-
[10]. A widely approach to solve these equations
efficiently is to decoupled them firstly with the
decoupling method (so-called the waveform relax-
ation (WR) method) [11]. Each decoupled equa-
tion is then discretized and solved with the New-
ton’s iteration (NI) method subsequently [12].
The Newton’s method is a conventional method
for the solution of system of nonlinear algebraic
equations and converges quadratically when the
initial guess is in the neighborhood of the ex-

act solution. However, to simulate the high fre-
quency semiconductor devices in time domain
with an accurate initial guess is a quite difficult
task and has involved many engineering works.
For example, the famous HSPICE circuit sim-
ulator [13] applied the NI method in the solu-
tion of nonlinear system. Unfortunately, for some
high frequency simulations, the SPICE encoun-
ters the convergence problems and particular ini-
tial guesses are required.
The monotone iterative (MI) method is a clas-

sical constructive technique for the solutions of
differential equations and useful for the numerical
solutions of physical and engineering models [14]-
[23]. The MI method has been successfully devel-
oped and applied to semiconductor device simu-
lation by us earlier [17]-[22]. In this work, we ap-
ply this method to simulate HBT characteristics
with exploiting the basic nonlinear property in
the equivalent circuit model. By considering the
Kirchhoff’s current law for each node, the circuit
governing equations are formulated in terms of
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the nodal voltages (VC , VE, VB, VBX , VCX , VEX).
The circuit model is decoupled into several inde-
pendent ODEs with the WR decoupling scheme.
The basic idea of the decoupled method for cir-
cuit simulation is similar to the well-known Gum-
mel’s decoupling method for device simulation; it
is that the circuit equations are solved sequen-
tially [11, 24]. In the circuit model, the first

equation is solved for V
(g+1)
C given the previous

states V
(g)
X ,X = E,B,BX,CX, and EX, re-

spectively. and v(g). For the second equation is

solved for V
(g+1)
E given V

(g)
X ,X = C,B,BX,CX,

and EX, respectively. We have the same proce-
dure for other ODEs. Each decoupled ODE is
transformed and solved with Runge-Kutta (RK)
method and the monotone iterative method. We
prove this approach converges monotonically for
all decoupled circuit equations. It means that
we can solve the circuit ODEs with arbitrary ini-
tial guesses. Numerical results for various devices
have been reported to demonstrate the robust-
ness of the method in our earlier work [4, 5, 6, 7].
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec.

2, we state the ODE model. Sec. 3 is the
monotone iterative method for the decoupled
ODEs. For each decoupled equation, we prove
the convergence property by using monotone it-
erative method. A computational procedure is
also introduced in this section. Sec. 4 draws the
conclusions and suggests future works.
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Fig. 1. A typical BJT circuit in the modeling
and simulation.

II. An HBT Nonlinear Equivalent
Circuit Model

As shown in Fig. 1, based on the node cur-
rent flow conservation (the well-known Kirchhof-
f’s current law) and utilize the Gummel-Poon
large signal equivalent circuit model (Fig. 2) for
the HBT device [12, 25, 26], the complete simu-
lation model can be formulated with nodal equa-
tions. The system of node equations for time de-
pendent HBT circuit is a set of nonlinear coupled
ODEs. At nodes C, E, and B we have the follow-
ing differential equations (1)-(3), respectively.

CJCX(
dVBX
dt − dVC

dt ) +CDR(
dVB
dt − dVC

dt )+

CJCI(
dVB
dt − dVC

dt ) + I2 + IBL2−
ICT

q1
2
+
√
(
q1
2
)2+q2

+ VCX−VC
RC

= 0,
(1)

CDF (
dVB
dt − dVE

dt ) +CJE(
dVB
dt − dVE

dt )+

I1 + IBL1 +
ICT

q1
2
+
√
(
q1
2
)2+q2

+ VEX−VE
RC

= 0,

(2)

CDR(
dVB
dt − dVC

dt ) +CJCI(
dVB
dt − dVC

dt )+

CDF (
dVB
dt − dVE

dt ) +CJE(
dVB
dt − dVE

dt )+

I1 + IBL1 + I2 + IBL2 +
VB−VBX
RB = 0,

(3)

Similarly, at nodes BX, CX, and EX we formu-
late, respectively, the equations as follows:

CJCX(
dVC
dt − dVBX

dt ) +
VB−VBX
RB

+
(VIN+Vin)−VBX

RB2
= 0,

(4)

VC − VCX
RC

+
VCC − VCX
RCCS

= 0, (5)

VE − VEX
RE

− VEX
REE

= 0. (6)

The Eqs. (1)-(4) are the ODEs, and the Eqs.
(5) and (6) are the algebraic equations. These
equations are subject to proper initial values at
time t = 0 for all unknowns to be solved. All cur-
rents I and capacitances C above are nonlinear
functions of unknown variables. These nonlinear
terms are

I1 =
IS
BF
[e

VB−VE
NFVT − 1], (7)



I2 =
IS
BR
[e

VB−VC
NRVT − 1], (8)

IBL1 = ISE [e
VB−VE
NEVT − 1], (9)

IBL2 = ISC [e
VB−VC
NCVT − 1], (10)

ICT = −IS [e
VB−VC
NRVT − e

VB−VE
NF VT ], (11)

CDR =
∂

∂(VB − VC) [TRISe
VB−VC
NRVT ], (12)

CDF =
∂

∂(VB − VE){
τF IS [e

VB−VE
NF ·VT − 1]

q1
2 + (q12 )

2 + q2
}, (13)

CJE =



CJEO(1− VB−VE
VJE

)−MJE ,

if (VB − VE) ≤ FCVJE ,
CJEO(1− FC)−MJE×
[1− FC(1 +MJE) +

MJE
VJE

(VB − VE)],
if (VB − VE) > FCVJE ,

(14)

CJCX =



(1−XCJC)CJCO(1− VBX−VC
VJC

)−MJC ,

if (VBX − VC) ≤ FCVJC ,
(1−XCJC)CJCO(1− FC)−MJC×
[1− FC(1 +MJC) +

MJC
VJC

(VBX − VC)],
if (VBX − VC) > FCVJC ,

(15)

CJCI =



XCJCCJCO(1− VB−VC
VJC

)−MJC ,

if (VB − VC) ≤ FCVJC ,
XCJCCJCO(1− FC)−MJC×
[1− FC(1 +MJC) +

MJC
VJC

(VB − VC)],
if (VB − VC) > FCVJC ,

(16)
where VT =

kT
q is thermal voltage; q1, q2, and τF

are as follows:

q1 = 1 +
VB − VE
VAR

+
VB − VC
VAF

, (17)

q2 =
IS
IKF

· [e
VB−VE
NFVT −1]+ IS

IKR
[e

VB−VC
NRVT −1], (18)

τF = TF [1 +XTF (
Ibf

Ibf + ITF
)2e

VB−VC
1.44V TF ]. (19)

There are 6 coupled ODEs with the nonlinear
current and capacitance models have to be solved
and the unknowns to be calculated in the sys-
tem of ODEs are VC , VE , VB, VBX , VCX , and

VEX , respectively. We note that the system con-
sists of strongly coupled nonlinear ODEs, due to
the exponential dependence of current and capac-
itance models. The model parameters above for
the HBT model can be found in [1, 25, 26].
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Fig. 2. A schematic diagram of the
Gummel-Poon model for BJT circuit simulation.

III. Monotone Iterative Method for
Decoupled ODEs

We propose here a decoupled and globally con-
vergent simulation technique to solve the system
ODEs in the large-scale time domain directly.
Firstly, under the steady state condition, we find
the DC solution as the starting point to compute
other time dependent solutions. For a specified
time period T , to solve these nonlinear ODEs in
the time domain, the computational scheme con-
sists of following steps: (i) Let an initial time
step t be given. (ii) Use the decoupling method
to decouple all Eqs. (1)-(6). (iii) Each decoupled
ODE is solved sequentially with the MI and RK



methods. (iv) Convergence test for each MI loop.
(v) Convergence test for overall outer loop. (vi) If
the specified stopping criterion is reached for the
outer loop, then go to step (vii), else update the
newer results and back to step (iii). (vii) If t < T ,
t = t+∆t and repeat the steps (iii)-(vi) until the
time step meets the specified time period T .
For a given specified time step t and the previ-

ous calculated results, the decoupling algorithm
solves the circuit equations sequentially, for in-
stance, the VC in Eq. (1) is solved for given
the previous results (VE, VB, VBX , VCX , VEX).
The VE in Eq. (2) is solved for newer given
VC and (VB, VBX , VCX , VEX). The VB in Eq.
(3) is solved for newer given (VC , VE) and
(VBX , VCX , VEX). We have similar procedure for
other unknowns. Each decoupled ODE is solved
with the MI algorithm. To clarify the MI algo-
rithm for the numerical solution of the decoupled
nonlinear ODEs, we write the above decoupled
ODEs as the following form

dV
(g)
X
dt = f(V

(g)
X , t)

V
(g)
X (0) = V

(g)
X0

, (20)

where V
(g)
X is the unknowns to be solved, g is

the decoupling index g = 0, 1, 2, ... . We note
that the f is the collection of the nonlinear func-
tions and f ∈ C[I × R,R] and I = [0, T ]. For
a fixed index g and X, because the upper and

lower solutions, V
(g)
X and V

(g)
X , exist in the cir-

cuit and V
(g)
X V

(g)
X , we can prove the solution

existence in the set Ω = {(t, V (g)X ) | V (g)X V
(g)
X

V
(g)
X , ∀t ∈ I} for each decoupled circuit ODE.

Theorem 1 Let V
(g)
X and V

(g)
X are the upper and

lower solutions of Eq. (20) in C1[I × R,R] such
that V

(g)
X V

(g)
X in the time interval I and f ∈

C[I × R,R]. Then there exists a solution V (g)X

of Eq. (20) such that V
(g)
X V

(g)
X in the time

interval I.

Proof. It is a direct result with the continuous
property of f , here the comparison theorem is
applied [27].

Remark 1 We note that for each decoupled
ODE, the nonlinear function f is nonincreasing

function of the unknown V
(g)
X and the upper and

lower solutions V
(g)
X (0) and V

(g)
X (0) of Eq. (20)

in I can be found. We can further prove there ex-

ists a unique solution V
(g)
X of Eq. (20) in I and

V
(g)
X (0) V

(g)
X V

(g)
X (0).

We see that the Theorem 1 provides an exis-
tence result of the problem, and we now describe
a monotone constructive method for the com-
puter simulation of the circuit ODEs. The con-
structed sequences will converge to the solution
of Eq. (20) for all decoupled ODEs in the circuit
simulation. In this condition, instead of original
nonlinear ODE to be solved, a transformed ODE
is solved with such as the RK method. Now we
state the main result for the solution of each de-
coupled HBT circuit ODEs.

Theorem 2 Let the f ∈ C[I × R,R], V (g)X (0)
and V

(g)
X (0) are the upper and lower solutions of

Eq. (20) in I. Because f(t, V
(g)
X ) − f(t, V (g)X ) ≥

−λ(V (g)X − V (g)X ), V
(g)
X (0) ≥ V

(g)
X ≥ V

(g)
X ≥

V
(g)
X (0) and λ ≥ 0, sequences V (g)Xn

unif.−→ V
(g)
X and

V
(g)
Xn

unif.−→ V
(g)
X as n −→∞ monotonically in I.

Proof. For V ∈ C[I × R,R] such that V (g)X
V V

(g)
X we consider the following transformed

ODE equation for the fixed g and X

dVX
dt = f(t,V)− λ(V

(g)
X − V)

V
(g)
X (0) = V

(g)
X0

, (21)

then ∀V, ∃! V (g)X of Eq. (20) in I. Define ΘV =
V
(g)
X and we can prove: (i) ΘV

(g)
X (0) ≥ V

(g)
X (0)

and ΘV
(g)
X (0) ≤ V

(g)
X (0); (ii) Θ is a monotone

operator in [V
(g)
X (0), V

(g)
X (0)] ≡ [V (g)X ∈ C[I,R] |

V
(g)
X (0) ≥ V (g)X ≥ V (g)X (0)].
Now we construct two sequences by using the

mapping Θ: ΘV
(g)
Xn = V

(g)
Xn+1 and ΘV

(g)
Xn

=

V
(g)
Xn+1

and by above observations, the following



relation holds

V
(g)
X0 ≥ · · · ≥ V

(g)
Xn ≥ V (g)Xn ≥ · · · ≥ V

(g)
X0

in I. Hence V
(g)
Xn

unif.−→ V
(g)
X and V

(g)
Xn

unif.−→ V
(g)
X

as n −→∞ monotonically in I. Furthermore the

V
(g)
Xn and V

(g)
Xn
satisfy

dV
(g)
Xn+1

dt = f(t, V
(g)
Xn
)− λ(V

(g)
Xn+1

− V (g)Xn)
V
(g)
Xn
(0) = V

(g)
X0

and dV
(g)
Xn+1

dt = f(t, V
(g)
Xn)− λ(V

(g)
Xn+1 − V

(g)
Xn)

V
(g)
Xn(0) = V

(g)
X0

,

respectively. Thus V
(g)
X and V

(g)
X are the solutions

of Eq. (20).

Theorem 3 For decoupled ODEs. the nonlin-

ear function f is nonincreasing in V
(g)
X and

f(t, V
(g)
X1
)−f(t, V (g)X2

) ≥ −λ(V (g)X1
−V (g)X2

), ∀V (g)X1
≥

V
(g)
X2
. Thus V

(g)
Xn

∞
n=1

and V
(g)
Xn

∞
n=1

converge

uniformly and monotonically to the unique solu-

tion V
(g)
X of Eq. (20).

Proof. By using Theorem 2 and note the non-
increasing property of f , the result is followed
directly.

IV. Conclusion

A novel circuit simulation method based on
the waveform relaxation and monotone iterative
methods has been proposed. With monotone it-
erative technique, we have proved each decou-
pled circuit ODE converges monotonically. The
proposed method here is an alternative in the
numerical solution of electric circuit equations.
Computational results have been reported in our
earlier work [4, 5, 6, 7, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]
to demonstrate the robustness of the method.
This method not only provides a computational

technique for the time domain solution of cir-
cuit ODEs but also can be generalized for cir-
cuit simulation including more transistors. Fur-
thermore, this method can be parallelized and
systematically extended to simulate such as ra-
dio frequency circuit and system-on-a-chip large-
scale VLSI circuit.
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